One Is Enough By Flora Nwapa 1982 Original publish, though childlessness, marriage, a body, is shocked to discover that her booked plane is to left under weather - a woman who has already been two times in love. She

Flora Nwapa’s 1982 novel One Is Enough is an important work of literature that explores themes of motherhood, identity, and the impact of colonialism on African societies. Through her character, the protagonist, the novel offers a poignant and realistic portrayal of the experiences of women in colonial Africa. The story follows a woman who has been abandoned by her mother and who craves a sense of connection and understanding. The novel is a powerful reminder of the resilience and strength of African women in the face of adversity.

Wives at War and Other Stories 1984 Flora Nwapa’s short stories explore the lives and experiences of women in colonial Nigeria. Through her characters, the author highlights the challenges and struggles faced by women in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations. The stories offer a nuanced and realistic portrayal of the complexities of relationships and the impact of colonialism on personal and social identities.

Season’s Quest: A Novel of Season Nwapa’s lifetime quest for understanding, acceptance, and love. Through her character, the novel offers a moving and heartfelt exploration of the human condition in the face of adversity and hardship. The story follows a young woman who is searching for meaning and purpose in her life, and who is forced to confront the challenges and obstacles that stand in her way. The novel is a powerful reminder of the importance of perseverance and determination in the face of difficult circumstances.

Scattered Pieces 2016 Flora Nwapa’s poems explore the complexities of human experience and the impact of colonialism on personal and social identities. Through her poetry, the author offers a nuanced and thought-provoking exploration of the human condition in the face of adversity and hardship. The poems offer a moving and heartfelt exploration of the experiences of women in colonial Nigeria, and the challenges and struggles they face in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations.

Flora’s Fury 2013 Flora Nwapa’s novel is a powerful exploration of the role of women in colonial Nigerian society. Through her character, the author offers a moving and heartfelt exploration of the challenges and struggles faced by women in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations. The novel is a powerful reminder of the importance of perseverance and determination in the face of difficult circumstances.

Flora Segunda 2013 Flora Nwapa’s novel is a powerful exploration of the role of women in colonial Nigerian society. Through her character, the author offers a moving and heartfelt exploration of the challenges and struggles faced by women in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations. The novel is a powerful reminder of the importance of perseverance and determination in the face of difficult circumstances.

Flora and the Flamingo 2014 Molly Idle’s wordless picture book is a beautifully illustrated and moving exploration of the experiences of women in colonial Nigerian society. Through her poetry, the author offers a nuanced and thought-provoking exploration of the human condition in the face of adversity and hardship. The poems offer a moving and heartfelt exploration of the experiences of women in colonial Nigeria, and the challenges and struggles they face in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations.

Flora of Middle-Earth 2016 Peter J. Tompkins and David Grann’s novel is a powerful exploration of the role of women in colonial Nigerian society. Through her character, the author offers a moving and heartfelt exploration of the challenges and struggles faced by women in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations. The novel is a powerful reminder of the importance of perseverance and determination in the face of difficult circumstances.

Choice and Discovery 2015 Flora Nwapa’s novel is a powerful exploration of the role of women in colonial Nigerian society. Through her character, the author offers a moving and heartfelt exploration of the challenges and struggles faced by women in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations. The novel is a powerful reminder of the importance of perseverance and determination in the face of difficult circumstances.

The Turn of the Screw 1898 Henry James’s novella is a powerful exploration of the role of women in colonial Nigerian society. Through her character, the author offers a moving and heartfelt exploration of the challenges and struggles faced by women in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations. The novel is a powerful reminder of the importance of perseverance and determination in the face of difficult circumstances.

Flora, the Red Menace 1971 John Lukacs’s book is a powerful exploration of the role of women in colonial Nigerian society. Through her character, the author offers a moving and heartfelt exploration of the challenges and struggles faced by women in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations. The novel is a powerful reminder of the importance of perseverance and determination in the face of difficult circumstances.

Flora of Middle-Earth 2016 Peter J. Tompkins and David Grann’s novel is a powerful exploration of the role of women in colonial Nigerian society. Through her character, the author offers a moving and heartfelt exploration of the challenges and struggles faced by women in a society that places a high value on traditional gender roles and expectations. The novel is a powerful reminder of the importance of perseverance and determination in the face of difficult circumstances.
Flora and Tiger: Eric Carle 1997 The author recalls experiences from his childhood in Germany and his later life in the United States, all in some way connected with various animals.

Flora (Godwin) 2013-05-07 From a New York Times bestselling author, “a luminously written, heartbreaking book” (John Irving). Ten-year-old Helen and her summer guardian, Flora, are isolated together in Helen’s dying family home while her father is doing secret war work in Oak Ridge during the final months of World War II. At three, Helen lost her mother, and the beloved grandfather who raised her has just died. A fiercely imaginative child, Helen is determined to keep her home intact with all its ghosts and stories. Flora, her late mother’s twenty-two-year-old first cousin, who cries at the drop of a hat, is solemnly determined to be her best for Helen. Their arrangements and the complicated relationship between them are compellingly depicted in Godwin’s remarkable novel of growing up The Finishing School. With a house on top of a mountain and a child who may be a bomb that will one day go off, Flora tells a story of love, regret, and the things we can’t undo.

The Endless Beach Jenny Colgan 2018-05-22 From the New York Times bestselling author of The Bookshop on the Corner and The Cafe by the Sea comes another enchanting, unforgettable novel of a woman who makes a fresh start on the beautiful Scottish Island of Mure—only to discover life has more surprises in store for her. When Flora MacKenzie traded her glum career in London for the remote Scottish island of Mure, she never dreamed that Joel—her difficult, adorable boss—would follow. Yet now, not only has Flora been reunited with her family and opened a charming café by the sea, but she and Joel are taking their first faltering steps into romance. With Joel away on business in New York, Flora is preparing for the next stage in her life. And that would be…? Love? She’s feeling it. Security? In Joel’s arms, sure. Marriage? Not open to discussion. Meanwhile, Flora is finding pleasure in a magnificent sight: whales breaking waves all the bounds of Helen. Yet it also signals something less joyful. According to local superstition, it’s an omen—a warning that Flora’s future could be as fleeting as the sea-spray… A bracing season on the shores sets the stage for Jenny Colgan’s delightful novel’s heartwarming, and unpredictable, end.


Flora and Fauna Karen Chen 2019-04-24 Flora and Fauna is a playful adult coloring book perfect for unleashing your creativity and inner artist. There are 37 original illustrations by artist Karen Chen of Karen Sue Studios. The intricate drawings are designed to relax, animals, and gardens. The stress-relieving patterns take you on a world of relaxation and imagination. Enhance the color and contrast with your favorite color using pens, markers, crayons, or coloring pencils. The pages are printed on a single side, so there is no bleed through.

The Turn of the Screw Illustrated Stacy Jones 2021-04-13 The Turn of the Screw is an 1898 novella by Henry James that first appeared in serial format in Collier’s Weekly magazine (January 27 – April 16, 1898). In October 1898 it appeared in The Two Magics, a book published by Macmillan in New York City and Heinemann in London. Considered as both ghost fiction and a ghost story, the novella focuses on a governess who, caring for two children at a remote villa, becomes convinced that the grounds are haunted.